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Who we are

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Congressionally mandated program 1966MDSG began in1977USM wideUMCES and UMDFour key aspects: Support science to inform policy; education; communication; outreach (Extension)Focus primarily on Maryland Chesapeake and coastal bays and watersheds – some reach to regional and national issues. Partnerships are essential!



Where we are

College Park:
MDSG Director, Education 
Director, Sentinel Site 
Coordinator, 10 staff, Extension 
Program Leader, Extension 
Business Manager, Fisheries 
Economist 

Map source: https://non-art.info/map-of-maryland-usa-county-map/printable-blank-map-of-maryland-counties-and-cities-towns-dc/

Northern MD: Watershed Specialist

Central MD: Watershed 
Specialist, WSA coordinator

Clinton, MD: Aquaculture Business 
Specialist

Southern MD: Watershed Specialist

Eastern Shore: 
2 Watershed Specialists, 
Coastal Climate Specialist, 
Seafood Technology 
Specialist, 
Regional Aquaculture 
Specialist, 
Associate Agent, 
Administrative Assistant

https://non-art.info/map-of-maryland-usa-county-map/printable-blank-map-of-maryland-counties-and-cities-towns-dc/


What we work on: Global topics…

NASA

Chesapeake Bay Program

Ohio Sea Grant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MDSG works on topics that are global in scale and relevant to MD issues. Relevant to NAACP goal of strengthening community resilience and livability-– just going to focus on examples of climate change, flooding, and SLR work for today but we cover a broader range of topics such as: Carbon cycling. SLR and Storm Surge. Nutrient and geochemical cycles,  HABS (Microcystis bloom, Ohio Sea Grant). Atmospheric modelingFisheries and AquacultureNASA Earth Observatory images by Joshua Stevens and Jesse Allen, using Landsat data from the U.S. Geological Survey, MODIS data from from the Level 1 and Atmospheres Active Distribution System (LAADS) 



…with local relevance

Chesapeake Bay ProgramChesapeake Bay Program

Chesapeake Bay Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the way we approach those issues is more locally. They are issues that require more research and translation of research to inform audiences.carbon cycling – marsh carbon budget; SAVs (carbon, habitat, nutrient cycling, sediment accumulation).How can we improve flooding, storm surge predictionsHow can we detect harmful algal blooms and work to avoid them  - TMDLs Where are the nutrients & sediment fluxesWhat is a sustainable fishery? How can aquaculture and fisheries function in harmony? What are the best practices for Stormwater management and how do we encourage greater adoption? How can Maryland seafood be safe and secure? Who is impacted by climate change and how? How do we ensure equity? Serc pix, sav pix, blue crab pix, Annapolis flooded.



How we do what we do

Communication Education

ExtensionResearch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Integration of science, extension, communication, and educationResearch, primarily applied science to understand issues that are relevant to policy makers. Communications group who work on translating science to audiences. Education – Teacher professional development and professional development workshops with students to expand their skills in science communication, proposal writing, career opportunities in geosciences/oceanographyExtension agents whose job is to help translate science to communities and get them to act or change behaviorResearch: Daniel Stevenson, Court Stevenson, Lorie Staver at Knapps Narrows on the Eastern Shore  Surface Elevation Table.Extension: Varsa at 4H Cleanup 



Fellowships and Funding

• Research Experience for Undergraduates (REUs)
• Graduate Funding 

– Graduate Research Grant
– Graduate Fellowship
– NOAA Knauss Marine Policy Fellowships
– NOAA Coastal Management 
– Population Dynamics and Marine Economics Fellowship

• Biennial Maryland Sea Grant Research Opportunity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fellowships and FundingREU studentsStudents from colleges and universities where research opportunities are limited and from groups underrepresented in marine and coastal science are encouraged to apply.Stipend, housing, travelGraduate ResearchSupports student research expenses and PDGraduate Fellowship2 yr stipend, fringe, tuition remission and PDKnauss Marine PolicyCoastal Mgmt2 yr salary, benefits, travel, relocationplaced with coastal zone programsPopulation Dynamics and Marine Resource EconomicsSalary, expenses, tuition, travelBiannual Request for Proposals



Social Science

Source: Maryland Sea Grant

Source: Maryland Sea Grant
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Akerlof – “Perceptions of Community Resilience”“add-on to an existing GMU project on climate change understanding in under-resourced communitiesdoor-to-door survey of four predominantly African American neighborhoods: Glassmanor-Oxon Hill (in Prince George’s County) and Oliver-Broadway East, Sandtown-Winchester, and Westport (in Baltimore).Sample sizes for comparison groups: # people=907, state; # people=228, Baltimore neighborhoods (Oliver-Broadway East, 73; Sandtown-Winchester, 71; Westport, 84); # people=111, Glassmanor-Oxon Hill, Prince George’s County. The error margin for the combined Baltimore sample is +/- 6 pct. points and for Glassmanor-Oxon Hill is +/- 9 pct. points.People living in socially and economically stressed communities in Maryland don't feel prepared to deal with the expected effects of global climate change, like increased coastal flooding and urban heat waves.the four neighborhoods were chosen for the community survey because of ongoing or planned projects in these areas to enhance community resilience to climate change.”



Resilience issues don’t always look “climate”: 
Trash is at the top of community concerns

Baltimore—
Trash, housing, and drugs

Glassmanor-Oxon Hill—
Police, trash, crime/gun 
violence

Building Resilient Communities in Maryland: A Stakeholder Forum
Dec 9, 2016, Univ. Maryland



Social Science “Plus”

Annapolis Maritime Museum

Source: Maryland Sea Grant
Source: Jennifer Dindinger
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Social ScienceDeal Island“The project is a long-term collaboration between scientists at the University of Maryland, state and federal government agencies, and leaders in the Deal Island community. The project puts this traditional region of Maryland front and center in an experiment that asks: is there a better way to handle conflicts over the environment?Collaborative Learning: people make decisions, say about how much they drive or whether or not they shore up their house against flooding, based on any number of different factors — their religious views, politics, or bank account balances, for instance. If scientists want to influence the decisions that people make, they need to do a lot more than just explain why their research says a particular action is a good idea. They also have to make an effort to understand, and respect, all those other values that go into making up your mind.”Resulted in ditch management study and shoreline restoration project, both funded through DNR



Visualization Tool

Annapolis Maritime Museum

Source: Journal of Geophysical Research: Oceans, 
Volume: 122, Issue: 5, Pages: 3917-3938, First 
published: 21 April 2017, DOI: 
(10.1002/2016JC012597) 

Source: Maryland Sea Grant
The FVCOM model domain for Chesapeake Bay, Delaware Bay, 
and adjacent oceanic water in the North Atlantic. Areas seen in 
dark grey represent the extension of the grids over land, 
surrounding both Chesapeake and Delaware Bays.
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Ming Li “Improving Prediction and Visualization of Coastal Inundation on the Eastern Shore of Maryland”Assessing the impacts of long-term sea level rise and episodic storm surges on the low-lying lands of Maryland's Eastern Shore at 2050 and 2100develop a new database of static and animated digital images to visualize the risks of coastal inundations to different scenarios of sea-level rise and storm surges in a warming climateinnovation here is adding SLR and storm surge to traditional mapping and planning toolsThe model outputs and inundation graphics to be obtained from this project will be delivered to DNR for incorporation into Maryland's Coastal Atlas. 



Shoreline Stabilization

Source: Jennifer Dindinger
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Shoreline StabilizationLarry Sanford “Long-term Impacts of Different Techniques for Shoreline Stabilization in the Maryland Chesapeake Bay”comparative synthesis of the physical and ecological effects of different shoreline stabilization techniques in the Maryland Chesapeake BayCurrently 69% of Maryland's shoreline is eroding and 12% is hardened with increasing rates of hardening occurring as development progresses. Shoreline erosion rates are likely to increase and community needs for shoreline protection to become more important as rates of sea level rise increase with climate change, constituting a serious coastal hazard.The researchers made a novel set of findings about associations between different kinds of shoreline hardening and sedimentation patternsRiprap projects also may increase the supply of coarser (sand) sediments to the nearshore when sand is used to fill in gaps in these built barriers. These conditions are beneficial for SAV growth because SAV prefers coarser (sand) sediments to finer (mud) ones as a growth substrate. The study also found that offshore breakwaters promoted accumulation of finer sediments on their landward side, which could prove detrimental to SAV



Maryland Sea 
Grant 
Communication 
on Climate 
Change

Source: Maryland Sea Grant

Find Maryland Sea Grant on YouTube
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Communication on Climate Change: group who work on translating science to audiences.Special collaboration issue on Sea Level Rise, with Bay JournalVideo: Sea Level Rise Forecasting in Maryland



Smithville

Presenter
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Smithville filmMorgan State University internsFilm highlighting Smithville residents and environmental challenges 



Planting our Future
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Planting our Future filmMorgan State University internsMaryland Sea Grant is working with University of Maryland Extension to green Baltimore and help the city's rivers and streams.



Education

Source: Maryland Sea Grant
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Education: Teacher professional development and professional development workshops with students to expand their skills in science communication, proposal writing, career opportunities in geosciences/oceanography$2.5 Million Puerto Rico and Island Alliance grant from NSFconnect individuals to each other across the islands and partner institutions, and to additional resources in the geosciences, providing expertise and mentors through the creation of new island networks.The program will also provide important new insights into how individual and collective identity can affect students’ sense of belonging and persistence in STEM fields. Studies show that family support can encourage underrepresented minority students to pursue science careers and that those with support are more likely to purse their STEM interestsIndividuals from underrepresented and underserved groups comprise a disproportionately smaller percentage of degrees awarded and jobs occupied in STEM fields. This is especially true in the geosciences—the study of the Earth, including its oceans, atmosphere, rivers, lakes, and soils—where only 8% of the workforce is made up of individuals from underserved and underrepresented minority groups.engage underrepresented minority students from the U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and Guam in marine and environmental sciences by illuminating a full career pathway, from middle school to graduate school and job placement.Centro Tortuga programCentro TORTUGA focuses on early undergraduate education and expanded geoscience research opportunities for more than 50 Hispanic undergraduates in the last three years.Puerto Rico Undergraduate Education Initiative in 2012 to provide opportunities for Hispanic undergraduate college students to conduct marine science in the island’s coastal lagoons.Educated Puerto Rico undergraduates in marine science. Provided students an opportunity to learn how to use the scientific method to solve marine research problems.



Extension: partners in the community

Source: Maryland Sea Grant

Source: Maryland Sea Grant

Source: Jennifer Dindinger
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Extension: agents whose job is to help translate science to communities and work with them to act or change behaviorDeal Island Peninsula Project – collaborative learningFaith in Resilience Project – connecting faith leaders to local government to develop better communication pathwaysCathy Liu at UMES, seafood safety spcstKate McClure, coastal climate spcstClimate Change vulnerability assessment



Current and Future Projects

Source: morgan.edu/pearl Source: Emma Wiermaa, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Northern 
Aquaculture Demonstration Facility 

• What can we do to help YOU?
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Current and FutureElka Porter: oyster aquaculture impacts on Bay nutrients, partnership with Morgan State UniversityRecirc aquacx system (RAS) with Zohar and UME/MSU, many partners across the state and with other states, also includes some workforce development (hiring for RAS job), $1.2 million grant to study how to optimally grow Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in land-based aquaculture systems. What can we do to help you?Do you work with communities or sectors or cities/towns that have questions they need answered? Do you need help applying for a grant to manage stormwater or to start an aquaculture business? Do the teachers in your region need science professional development? What challenges are you facing that might be related to climate change?  
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